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Dear family, I want to share with you a vision that Ezekiel had yesterday that 
he just told me about. 
 
There were some men who were in a fishing boat going way out into the 
ocean off the coast of California and they had been fishing out there for quite 
some time, and they were coming back in. It was a good-sized fishing boat and 

Ezekiel saw this boat moving along in the water coming back towards the shore but still far out from 
shore, maybe twenty miles or so. 
 
In any case, he began to see a ripple moving behind the fishing boat, the water was wavy and rippling and 
it was getting closer and closer, and it was almost pushing against the fishing boat, and suddenly, a huge, 
gaping set of jaws came up out of the water. One of the jaws was in the water and the other one was huge, 
it was on top of the water, and totally swallowed the boat and took it down under the surface of the 
ocean. 
 
Now, what this creature looks like: It had the jaws of a barracuda, very long, with all kinds of teeth. It had 
a very strange body. The body itself was like a giant squid would, and it propelled itself with jets of water, 
just like a squid would, but of course the head, looked like a barracuda head, and it was huge, obviously, 
because it was able to almost scoop the boat up from underneath and yet cover it from on top, and fishing 
boats, they have masts a lot of times, so it was big and had many tentacles. So, it was a mutated looking 
beast of the ocean, very strange. 
 
Well, Mike from Around the World has been talking about the fracking going on in the ocean, is opening 
to the underwater ocean, an ocean under our ocean, and there are prehistoric creatures down there. 
Since they have been fracking, they have penetrated the barrier between our ocean and the ocean 
underneath the Earth, and there are prehistoric creatures down there that have been there for a very, 
very long time, which gives them time to grow huge, become big. 
 
This is going to be happening more and more, the creatures from the ocean under the Earth’s surface are 
going to begin to come up, and they are going to be very strange, prehistoric creatures. 
 
And that is about all I can say about it except yeah, that is coming. Now, we have nothing to be afraid of 
because Jesus, Jesus takes care of us. And if we obey Him and stay in His will, we are fine. 
 
I do not think I want to go swimming out there! I think it is noteworthy that this happened and Mike from 
Around the World said it is going to happen more and more because the creatures are escaping from 
inside the Earth, prehistoric creatures, it is strange with the jaws of a barracuda, yet huge, and propelled 
by a stream of water with their tentacles. 
 
Well, so much for the strange stuff. I would not have shared this with you if the Lord had not given 
Ezekiel a vision of it.  
 
So, the Lord bless you, dear family, and please, do not go swimming thirty miles out in the ocean without 
praying first. 
 
Amen. 


